Located in a beautiful residential setting in Watertown, Wisconsin, Heritage Homes offers the unique ability to access the specific level of care you need while still enjoying all the comforts of home. From our independent and assisted living apartments to our memory care studios, we offer a wide range of amenities to help you feel productive, secure and at home, even as your needs change.

Our experienced and compassionate team is trained in the latest advances in care and can adapt services as needed. In addition, we offer Healthsense® health and safety monitoring, an electronic system that can help detect issues before they become more serious. Care of the soul is also a key part of living at Heritage Homes. Spiritual care is offered through worship services and Bible studies, and an ordained chaplain is part of our staff and is available for individual cares and concerns.

These are just some of the reasons Heritage Homes is such a special community. We invite you to discover the rest — schedule your tour by calling (920) 567-2001.

Heritage Homes
700 Welsh Road
Watertown, WI 53098
(920) 567-2001
Fax: (920) 567-2038
www.myheritagehomes.org

Contact us! We look forward to meeting you.

“We love living at Heritage Homes. We have found so many new friends here and have many opportunities to get together socially.”

Our mission is to share Christ’s love as we serve the spiritual, physical, intellectual and emotional needs of people entrusted to our care and others whose lives we touch.
Welcoming people of all faiths, Heritage Homes offers Christ-centered care. All residents are invited to participate in our chaplaincy services. An on-site ordained pastor provides Bible classes, devotions and one-to-one spiritual counseling, if desired.

Heritage Homes Assisted Living and Memory Care offer Healthsense® health and safety monitoring, an electronic system, as part of our personalized services. This innovative technology uses wireless sensors that discreetly monitor daily activities to ensure residents’ safety while respecting their privacy. Cameras or microphones are never used.

Mostly A = Independent Living • Some A & B = Assisted Living • Mostly C = Assisted Living/Memory Care

Our 24/7 care services in Assisted Living and Memory Care are offered à la carte and tailored to each individual, so you receive the appropriate amount of assistance for your needs—and never pay for services you don’t use.

See for yourself! Give us a call today at (920) 567-2001 to schedule your personal tour.

What level of care is right for me?

Which best describes your ability in terms of personal care?  
(Choose only one)

A I am fully independent with all my personal cares.
B I am still able to live alone if I can receive advanced care and assistance.
C I rely on assistance with most of my personal cares.

Which best describes your cognitive ability?  
(Choose only one)

A I am able to make my own decisions about my health and safety.
B I need occasional support, supervision, intervention or redirection related to making decisions.
C I need frequent support, supervision, intervention or redirection related to making decisions.

Which best describes your ability to self-ambulate & transfer?  
(Choose only one)

A I am fully independent and capable of walking and transferring with or without an assistive device (cane, walker, wheelchair).
B I need some assistance or supervision with walking and transferring.
C I need frequent assistance or supervision with walking and transferring.

Which best describes your medication needs?  
(Choose only one)

A I am able to order, set up and take my medications on my own. I need some reminders to take my medications, but I am able to order and set them up independently or with help from my family. I rely on assistance to order, set up and administer my medications.

How to score quiz:
Mostly A = Independent Living • Some A & B = Assisted Living • Mostly C = Assisted Living/Memory Care

*This is designed to be a guide; level of care will be determined by a nursing and physician’s assessment.

Independent Living

Whether you’re seeking an active community or just want to relax and enjoy life, Heritage Homes Independent Living gives you options. You choose how to write the next chapter in life. With 52 spacious 1- and 2-bedroom Independent Living apartments, choose from four unique floor plans. Each offers:

- Large walk-in closets
- Balcony or covered patio
- Oak woodwork
- Privately controlled heat and central A/C
- Washer/dryer
- Fully appointed kitchen
- Heated, underground parking
- Storage units and more

Whether you enjoy staying fit in the fitness center, working in the woodshop, visiting our country store or attending on-site concerts and events, Heritage Homes Independent Living is a place where active seniors can thrive.

Assisted Living

For those who may need extra care, Heritage Homes offers 26 assisted living apartments designed to make daily activities more manageable. A personalized plan of service, based on an assessment, is created with the help of the resident, physician and family members. The comforts of home are found here and with enhanced features and services. Each apartment in assisted living offers:

- A kitchenette, and the opportunity to enjoy restaurant-style dining
- Individually controlled heat and air conditioning
- Private bath with walk-in shower
- All utilities, including cable, provided
- Customization with your own décor and furnishings

Memory Care

Memory loss can be a challenging experience for both the individual and their loved ones. Heritage Homes offers 18 memory care studios to provide a safe, comforting environment where those living with Alzheimer’s or other forms of dementia can remain engaged with life. We offer:

- Person-focused care by staff who easily adapt to unique sleeping, eating and activity patterns
- A dedicated, secure garden area to enjoy time outdoors
- Intentionally-designed safe and homelike interior spaces
- Carefully planned activities and tasks to add structure and purpose to daily routines
- An economical alternative to a traditional nursing home

Most importantly, we practice coordinated compassion. Our team works closely with our memory care residents, their families and physicians to develop individualized care plans that fit each person’s specific needs and abilities.